It is generally known in a vague way that old men lose a little in height. Quetelet, who studied the matter closely, ?calculated that the shortening began at fifty, and that if a man lived till he was ninety he would be an inch and a-half shorter than he was in his prime.
A child first begins to smile when about six or seven "weeks old. This is its first voluntary expression of pleasure, and it usually springs from seeing its mother's face. Six weeks later it will begin to smile with amusement at something of the nature of play, and after that time the capacity for humour develops rapidly. One of the rules most needful to be impressed, and most difficult to impress, on the untrained or amateur nurse, is that in typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, and whooping-cough it is necessary to pay the greatest attention to the patient after the disease is apparently cured. The sequelae of these ailments are often the most dangerous parts of them. It is often when the patient's friends think and hint that the doctor need not come quite so often that the real danger begins, for then the seeming convalescent will get wrong food, and receive too many visits, and " Are you sure it is with the right eye you have been reading ? " asked the doctor. " Certainly," answered the patient; " I can't see with the left." "But," returned the doctor, "that is not possible; for as red is the complementary colour of green, the red glass before the right eye effaces them for that eye, and confounds them with the black of the screen. It is with the left eye, through the white glass that you have seen the words." And the patient went away a sadder man, though his vision was pronounced perfect.
